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The author and N. Uglešic´ have recently introduced a new classiﬁcation of topological
spaces, strictly coarser than the shape type classiﬁcation. The corresponding coarse shape
theory is founded on the coarse shape category. In this paper several topological and shape
invariants are considered with respect to the coarse shape. It is shown that the coarse
shape domination preserves connectedness, shape dimension, movability, n-movability and
strong movability. Further, stability is a coarse shape invariant. Moreover, the coarse shape
and shape coincide on the class of stable spaces.
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1. Introduction
Since 1976 several relations coarser than the shape have been introduced. Among them, the most interesting are equiv-
alence relations which induce classiﬁcations of metric compacta, or classiﬁcations of all topological spaces, strictly coarser
than the shape type classiﬁcation and which preserve some important topological or shape invariants. Further, it is also
desirable that such equivalence relations admit categorical descriptions, i.e. a characterization via isomorphisms of a cate-
gory whose objects are all topological spaces (or metric compacta). Let us give a brief review of such relations and their
invariants. In 1976 K. Borsuk [1] has introduced the relations of quasi-equivalence between metric compacta. He has proved
that Betti numbers and movability [1, Theorems 10.3 and 11.1] are its invariants. Since A. Kadlof, N. Uglešic´ and the author
have proven in [2] that quasi-equivalence is not transitive, the interest for this relation has decreased. In 1978 S. Mardešic´
[5] has introduced the S-equivalence relation on the class of metric compacta. It is well known that S-equivalence preserves
connectedness, movability, k-movability, strongly movability, stability, fundamental dimension, n-shape connectedness, triv-
iality of shape [5, Theorems 4, 6 and 7]. A certain disadvantage of this classiﬁcation of metric compacta is that we still
don’t know whether it admits a categorical characterization. By reducing the S-equivalence to a ﬁnite case, N. Uglešic´ and
B. Cˇervar [8] have derived a whole sequence (Sn) of classiﬁcations of metric compacta coarser than the S-equivalence, such
that the implication Sn+1 ⇒ Sn holds for every n ∈ N. However, among this classiﬁcations only for S1 it is known that it
differs from the S-equivalence. Although S1 is signiﬁcantly coarser than S , it preserves connectedness, triviality of shape,
fundamental dimension, n-shape connectedness and movability [8, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4]. In 2005 Mardešic´ and Uglešic´ [7]
described an S∗-equivalence relation on the class of metric compacta in a category framework. The S∗-equivalence is ﬁner
than S-equivalence and therefore all S-invariants are also S∗-invariants. Finally, in 2007 Uglešic´ and the author [4] have ex-
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spaces such that its isomorphisms deﬁne a classiﬁcation of topological spaces strictly coarser than the shape type classiﬁca-
tion. The restriction of the coarse shape classiﬁcation to the class of metric compacta is exactly the S∗-equivalence. Further,
since the shape category Sh can be considered as the subcategory of Sh∗ one may say that the coarse shape generalizes the
shape theory.
In the present paper we consider some invariants of the coarse shape. We will prove that all mentioned S∗-invariants (i.e.
coarse shape invariants on the class of metric compacta) are also coarse shape invariants (Theorems 2 and 4). In particular,
by considering stability in the coarse shape, we will obtain an interesting result that coarse shape and shape coincide on
the class of all stable spaces (Corollary 2).
2. Preliminaries
Let us brieﬂy recall the main facts concerning the coarse shape and a pro∗-category (see [4]). Let C be a category and let
X = (Xλ, pλλ′ ,Λ) and Y = (Yμ,qμμ′ ,M) be two inverse systems in C . An S∗-morphism of inverse systems, ( f , f nμ) : X → Y ,
consists of a function f : M → Λ, and of a set of C-morphisms f nμ : X f (μ) → Yμ , μ ∈ M , n ∈N, such that, for every related
pair μμ′ in M , there exists a λ ∈ Λ, λ f (μ), f (μ′), and there exists an n ∈N so that, for every n′  n,
f n
′
μ p f (μ)λ = qμμ′ f n
′
μ′ p f (μ′)λ.
If the index function f is increasing and, for every pair μμ′ , one may put λ = f (μ′), then ( f , f nμ) is said to be a simple
S∗-morphism. If, in addition, M = Λ and f = 1Λ , then (1Λ, f nλ ) is said to be a level S∗-morphism.
The composition of S∗-morphisms of inverse systems is deﬁned as follows: If ( f , f nμ) : X → Y and (g, gnν) : Y → Z ,
then (g, gnν)( f , f
n
μ) = (h,hnν) : X → Z , where h = f g and hnν = gnν f ng(ν) . The identity S∗-morphism on X is the S∗-morphism
(1Λ,1nXλ ) : X → X , consisting of the identity function 1Λ and of the identity morphisms 1nXλ = 1Xλ in C , for every n ∈N and
every λ ∈ Λ.
An S∗-morphism ( f , f nμ) : X → Y of inverse systems in C is said to be equivalent to an S∗-morphism ( f ′, f ′nμ ) : X → Y ,
denoted by ( f , f nμ) ∼ ( f ′, f ′nμ ), provided every μ ∈ M admits a λ ∈ Λ, λ  f (μ), f ′(μ), and an n ∈ N, such that, for every
n′  n,
f n
′
μ p f (μ)λ = f ′n
′
μ p f ′(μ)λ.
The relation ∼ is a natural equivalence relation among S∗-morphisms of inverse systems in C . The equivalence class
[( f , f nμ)] of an S∗-morphism ( f , f nμ) : X → Y is brieﬂy denoted by f ∗ .
The category pro∗-C has for objects all inverse systems X in C and for morphisms all equivalence classes f ∗ = [( f , f nμ)]
of S∗-morphisms ( f , f nμ). Since the equivalence relation respects the composition of S∗-morphisms, the composition in
pro∗-C is well deﬁned by putting
g∗ f ∗ = h∗ ≡ [(h,hnν
)]
,
where (h,hnν) = (g, gnν)( f , f nμ) = ( f g, gnν f ng(ν)). For every inverse system X in C , the identity morphism in pro∗-C is 1∗X =
[(1Λ,1nXλ )].
The functor J ≡ JC : pro-C → pro∗-C is deﬁned as follows. It keeps objects ﬁxed, i.e. J (X) = X , for every inverse sys-
tem X in C . If f ∈ pro-C(X,Y ) and if ( f , fμ) is any representative of f , then the morphism J ( f ) = f ∗ = [( f , f nμ)] ∈
pro∗-C(X,Y ) is represented by the S∗-morphism ( f , f nμ), where f nμ = fμ for all μ ∈ M and n ∈N. The morphism f ∗ is said
to be induced by f . Since the functor J is faithful, we may consider the category pro-C as a subcategory of pro∗-C . Thus,
every morphism f in pro-C can be considered as a morphism of the category pro∗-C , as well.
The following analogue of the well known Morita lemma (see [6]) characterizes isomorphisms in pro∗-C .
Theorem 1. Let X = (Xλ, pλλ′ ,Λ) and Y = (Yλ,qλλ′ ,Λ) be inverse systems in C over the same index set. Let a morphism f ∗ : X → Y
in pro∗-C admit a level representative (1Λ, f nλ ). Then f ∗ is an isomorphism if and only if, for every λ ∈ Λ, there exist a λ′  λ and an
n ∈N such that, for every n′  n, there exists a morphism hn′λ : Yλ′ → Xλ in C , such that the following diagram in C commutes:
Xλ
f n
′
λ
Xλ′
f n
′
λ′
Yλ Yλ′
hn
′
λ
Since the reduction of the previous theorem to the category pro-C is exactly the Morita lemma, it follows (see [3,
Theorem 3.2]):
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isomorphism of pro∗-C .
Let D be a full subcategory of C . Given an object X of C , a D-expansion of X (see [6]) is a morphism p = [(c, pλ)] : X →
X of pro-C (X is a rudimentary system and c is the constant function), where X belongs to pro-D, characterized by the
following two properties:
(E1) For every P ∈ Ob(D) and every g : X → P in C , there exist a λ ∈ Λ and an f : Xλ → P in D, such that f pλ = g;
(E2) If f , f ′ : Xλ → P in D satisfy f pλ = f ′pλ , then there exists a λ′  λ such that f pλλ′ = f ′pλλ′ .
D is said to be pro-reﬂective category subcategory of (originally, dense in) C provided every C-object X admits a D-ex-
pansion p : X → X . For every two D-expansions p : X → X and p′ : X → X ′ of the same object X there exists a unique
isomorphism i : X → X ′ in pro-D such that ip = p′ . Conversely, a composition ip of a D-expansion p : X → X and any
pro-D isomorphism i : X → X ′ yields a D expansion of X .
Let D be a pro-reﬂective subcategory of C . Let p : X → X and p′ : X → X ′ be D-expansions of the same object X of
C , and let q : Y → Y and q′ : Y → Y ′ be D-expansions of the same object Y of C . Then there exist two natural (unique)
isomorphisms i : X → X ′ and j : Y → Y ′ in pro-D with respect to p, p′ , q and q′ . Consequently, i∗ ≡ J (i) : X → X ′ and
j∗ ≡ J ( j) : Y → Y ′ are isomorphisms in pro∗-D. A morphism f ∗ : X → Y is said to be pro∗-D equivalent to a morphism
f ′ ∗ : X ′ → Y ′ , denoted by f ∗ ∼ f ′ ∗ , provided the following diagram in pro∗-D commutes:
X i
∗
f ∗
X ′
f ′ ∗
Y
j∗
Y ′
This is an equivalence relation on the appropriate subclass of Mor(pro∗-D), such that f ∗ ∼ f ′ ∗ and g∗ ∼ g ′ ∗ imply g∗ f ∗ ∼
g ′ ∗ f ′ ∗ whenever they are deﬁned. The equivalence class of an f ∗ is denoted by 〈 f ∗〉.
We deﬁne the (abstract) coarse shape category Sh∗
(C,D) for (C,D) as follows. The objects of Sh∗(C,D) are all the objects
of C . A morphism F ∗ ∈ Sh∗
(C,D)(X, Y ) is the (pro
∗-D)-equivalence class 〈 f ∗〉 of a morphism f ∗ : X → Y (with respect to
any choice of a pair of D-expansions p : X → X , q : Y → Y ). In other words, a coarse shape morphism F ∗ : X → Y is given
by a diagram
X
f ∗
X
p
F ∗
Y Y
q
The composition of an F ∗ : X → Y , F ∗ = 〈 f ∗〉 and a G∗ : Y → Z , G∗ = 〈g∗〉, is deﬁned by the representatives, i.e. G∗F ∗ : X →
Z , G∗F ∗ = 〈g∗ f ∗〉. The identity coarse shape morphism on an object X , 1∗X : X → X , is the (pro∗-D)-equivalence class 〈1∗X 〉 of
the identity morphism 1∗X in pro∗-D. Since
Sh∗(C,D)(X, Y ) ≈ pro∗-D(X,Y ),
one may say that pro∗-D is the realizing category for the coarse shape category Sh∗
(C,D) in the same way as it is pro-D for
the shape category Sh(C,D). If X and Y are isomorphic objects of Sh∗(C,D) , then we say that they have the same coarse shape
type, and we write sh∗(X) = sh∗(Y ). If X is dominated by Y in Sh∗
(C,D) , then we say that X is coarse shape dominated by Y ,
and we write sh∗(X) sh∗(Y ). The (abstract) coarse shape type classiﬁcation on D coincides with the (abstract) shape type
classiﬁcation. We denote by J (C,D) : Sh(C,D) → Sh∗(C,D) the faithful functor, keeping objects ﬁxed, which is induced by the
“inclusion” functor J ≡ JD : pro-D→ pro∗-D.
As in the case of the abstract shape, the most interesting example of the above construction is C = HTop – the homotopy
category of topological spaces and D = HPol – the homotopy category of spaces having the homotopy type of polyhedra (or
D = HANR – the homotopy category of ANR’s for metric spaces). In this case, one speaks about the (ordinary or standard)
coarse shape category
Sh∗(HTop,HPol) ≡ Sh∗
of topological spaces and of (ordinary or standard) coarse shape functor
S∗ : HTop →: Sh∗,
which factorizes as S∗ = J S , where S : HTop → Sh is the standard shape functor, and J : Sh → Sh∗ is induced by the
“inclusion” functor J ≡ pro-HPol → pro∗-HPol. The realizing category for Sh∗ is the category pro∗-HPol (or pro∗-HANR). On
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classiﬁcation and, consequently, with the homotopy type classiﬁcation.
3. Some coarse shape invariant properties
Theorem 2. Each of the following properties of a topological space:
– connectedness;
– shape dimension sd n;
– movability;
– n-movability;
– strong movability,
is a coarse shape invariant.
All properties listed in Theorem 2 are weak shape invariants [9, Theorem 12], where a weak shape is a classiﬁcation of
topological spaces introduced in [9]. Since the coarse shape equivalence implies the weak shape equivalence [9, Corollary 3],
it follows that all listed properties in the previous theorem are also the coarse shape invariants. However, previous theorem
is an easy consequence of Theorem 3, below. Namely, even a coarse shape domination preserves all mentioned properties.
Let us ﬁrst recall that a topological space X is said to be movable (n-movable, strongly movable) provided it admits an
HPol-expansion p : X → X , such that the inverse system X = (Xλ, [pλλ′ ],Λ) is movable (n-movable, strongly movable).
An inverse system X is movable provided every λ ∈ Λ admits a λ′  λ (called a movability index of λ) such that each
λ′′  λ admits a map r : Xλ′ → Xλ′′ satisfying
pλλ′′r  pλλ′ . (3.1)
An inverse system X is n-movable, n ∈ N, provided every λ ∈ Λ admits a λ′  λ (called n-movability index of λ) such that
for every λ′′  λ, every polyhedron P , with dim P  n, and every map h : P → Xλ′ , there exists a map r : P → Xλ′′ satisfying
pλλ′′r  pλλ′h.
An inverse system X is strongly movable provided every λ ∈ Λ admits a λ′  λ (called a strong movability index of λ) such
that, for every λ′′  λ, there exist a λ∗  λ′, λ′′ and a map r : Xλ′ → Xλ′′ satisfying (3.1) and
rpλ′λ∗  pλ′′λ∗ . (3.2)
For a movable (n-movable, strongly movable) space, every HPol-expansion (meaning an associated inverse system) is mov-
able (n-movable, strongly movable).
Theorem 3. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let sh∗(Y ) sh∗(X). Then the following assertions hold:
(i) If X is connected, then so is Y .
(ii) If the shape dimension sd(X) n, then also sd(Y ) n.
(iii) If X is movable, then so is Y .
(iv) If X is n-movable, then so is Y .
(v) If X is strongly movable, then so is Y .
Lemma 1. Let (Xλ, pλλ′ ,Λ) and (Yλ,qλλ′ ,Λ) be two inverse systems in a category C over the same index set. Let (1Λ, f nλ ) :
(Xλ, pλλ′ ,Λ) → (Yλ,qλλ′ ,Λ) be a level S∗-morphism and let (g, gnλ) : (Yλ,qλλ′ ,Λ) → (Xλ, pλλ′ ,Λ) be a simple S∗-morphism
such that (1Λ, f nλ )(g, g
n
λ) ∼ (1Λ,1nYλ ). Then, for every pair λ  λ′ , there exist a λ0 ∈ Λ, λ0  λ, g(λ′), and an n0 ∈ N such that
the following diagram commutes, for every n n0 ,
Xλ
f nλ
Xλ′
pλλ′
Yλ Yλ0
gn
λ′qg(λ′)λ0
qλλ0
(3.3)
Proof. Let a pair λ λ′ be given. Since (g, gnλ) is a simple S∗-morphism there exists an n1 ∈N such that, for every n n1,
the following commutativity condition holds
gnλqg(λ)g(λ′) = pλλ′ gn′ . (3.4)λ
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n
λ) ∼ (1Λ,1nYλ ), it follows that there exist an index λ′′  λ, g(λ) and an n2 ∈N such that, for every n n2,
f nλ g
n
λqg(λ)λ′′ = qλλ′′ . (3.5)
Now, for any λ0  λ′′, g(λ′) and for every n n0 = max{n1,n2}, by using (3.4) and (3.5), one obtains
f nλ pλλ′ g
n
λ′qg(λ′)λ0
(3.4)= f nλ gnλqg(λ)λ0 = f nλ gnλqg(λ)λ′′qλ′′λ0 (3.5)= qλλ0 . 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since sh∗(Y )  sh∗(X), there exist coarse shape morphisms F ∗ : X → Y and G∗ : Y → X such that
F ∗G∗ = 1∗Y . Let f ′ ∗ : X ′ → Y ′ and g ′ ∗ : Y ′ → X ′ be (pro∗-HPol)-representatives of F ∗ and G∗ respectively, where p′ : X → X ′
and q′ : Y → Y ′ are HPol-expansions of X and Y respectively. It follows that g ′ ∗ f ′ ∗ = 1∗Y ′ . According to the “reindexing theo-
rem” (Theorem 3.27 in [4]), there exist inverse systems X = (Xλ, [pλλ′ ],Λ) and Y = (Yλ, [qλλ′ ],Λ) having the same coﬁnite
index set Λ, there exists a morphism f ∗ : X → Y having a level representative (1Λ, [ f nλ ]) and there exist isomorphisms
i∗ : X ′ → X and j∗ : Y → X in pro∗-HPol such that f ∗i∗ = j∗ f ′∗ . Put g∗ = i∗g ′ ∗( j∗)−1. Then, the following diagram in
pro∗-HPol commutes:
X ′ i
∗
f ′ ∗
X
f ∗
Y ′
g ′ ∗
j∗
Y
g∗
By Lemma 3.23 of [4], the morphism g∗ : Y → X admits a simple representative (g, [gnλ]) : Y → X . Since the morphisms
i∗ and j∗ are induced (see the proof of the “reindexing theorem”) by isomorphisms i : X → Y and j : Y → X in pro-HPol,
respectively, p = ip′ : X → X and q = jq′ : Y → Y are HPol-expansions of spaces X and Y , respectively. Therefore, the coarse
shape morphisms F ∗ and G∗ are represented by the morphisms f ∗ = [(1Λ, [ f nλ ])] and g∗ = [(g, [gnλ])], respectively, and it
holds (1Λ, [ f nλ ])(g, [gnλ]) ∼ (1Λ, [1nYλ ]). Hence, the S∗-morphisms (1Λ, [ f nλ ]) and (g, [gnλ]) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1,
for C = HPol.
(i) Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a surjective map g : Y → {0,1}, where {0,1} is discrete. By property (E1),
for an HPol-expansion q = (qλ) : Y → Y of Y , there exist a λ ∈ Λ and a map f : Yλ → {0,1}, such that f qλ  g . Since X is
connected, there is no loss of generality in assuming that all terms of the inverse system X ′ and, consequently, all terms of
the inverse system X , are connected polyhedra. Now, by using diagram (3.3), one concludes that there exists a λ0  λ such
that qλλ0 (Yλ0 ) is contained in a single component, denoted by Cλ , of Yλ . Since it holds
f qλλ0qλ0  f qλ  g,
we infer that f qλλ0qλ0 : Y → {0,1} is a surjective map. Therefore, f |Cλ : Cλ → {0,1} is a surjective map which contradicts
the connectedness of Cλ .
(ii) According to Theorem 2 in II.1 [6], the shape dimension sd(X)  n is characterized by the property that every λ
admits a λ′ such that pλλ′ factors up to homotopy through an n-dimensional polyhedron. Using diagram (3.3) one obtains
the same property for qλλ0 , which implies sh(Y ) n.
(iii) For a given λ ∈ Λ, let λ′ be a movability index of λ for X . Then, by Lemma 1, there exist a λ0  λ, g(λ′) and an
n0 ∈ N such that, for every n  n0, diagram (3.3) commutes up to homotopy. We claim that the index λ0 is a movability
index of λ for Y . Let λ′′  λ be an arbitrary index. For the pair λ′′  λ, there exists an n1 ∈N, such that
qλλ′′ f
n
λ′′  f nλ pλλ′′ , (3.6)
for every n  n1. Since X is movable, there exists a map r : Xλ′ → Xλ′′ satisfying (3.1). Put s = f nλ′′rgnλ′qg(λ′)λ0 : Yλ0 → Yλ′′ ,
for some n n0,n1. Now, using (3.6), (3.1), (3.3), and by chasing the following diagram
pλλ′′
Xλ
f nλ
Xλ′
pλλ′ r Xλ′′
f n
λ′′
Yλ Yλ0
qλλ0
gn
λ′qg(λ′)λ0
Yλ′′
qλλ′′
(3.7)
one obtains
qλλ′′ s  qλλ0 ,
which proves the movability of Y .
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n0 ∈ N such that, for every n  n0, diagram (3.3) commutes up to homotopy. Performing the obvious changes in the proof
of (iii), one can verify that the index λ0 is an n-movability index of λ for Y and prove, hereby, the n-movability of Y .
(v) For a given λ ∈ Λ, let λ′ be a strong movability index of λ for X . Then, by Lemma 1, there exist a λ0  λ, g(λ′) and
an n0 ∈ N such that, for every n  n0, diagram (3.3) commutes up to homotopy. We claim that the index λ0 is a strong
movability index of λ for Y . Let λ′′  λ be an arbitrary index. For the pair λ′′  λ, there exists an n1 ∈ N, such that (3.6)
holds, for every n  n1. Since X is strongly movable, there exist a λ∗  λ′, λ′′ and a map r : Xλ′ → Xλ′′ satisfying (3.1) and
(3.2). By Lemma 1, for the pair λ′′  λ∗ , there exist an index λ∗∗  λ′′ , g(λ∗) and an n2 ∈N, such that, for every n n2,
f nλ′′ pλ′′λ∗ g
n
λ∗qg(λ∗)λ∗∗  qλ′′λ∗∗ . (3.8)
Since Λ is directed, there is no loss of generality in assuming that λ∗∗  λ0. Since, (g, [gnλ]) is a simple S∗-morphism, for
the pair λ′  λ∗ , there exists an n3 ∈N such that, for every n n3,
gnλ′qg(λ′)g(λ∗)  pλ′λ∗ gnλ∗ . (3.9)
Put s = f n
λ′′rg
n
λ′qg(λ′)λ0 : Yλ0 → Yλ′′ , for some nmax{ni | i = 0,1,2,3}. In the same way as in the proof of (iii), using (3.6),
(3.1), (3.3), and by chasing diagram (3.7), one obtains
qλλ′′ s  qλλ0 .
Further, by (3.9), (3.2) and (3.8), it follows
sqλ0λ∗∗ = f nλ′′rgnλ′qg(λ′)λ0qλ0λ∗∗  f nλ′′rgnλ′qg(λ′)λ∗∗  f nλ′′rgnλ′qg(λ′)g(λ∗)qg(λ∗)λ∗∗
(3.9) f nλ′′rpλ′λ∗ gnλ∗qg(λ∗)λ∗∗
(3.2) f nλ′′ pλ′′λ∗ gnλ∗qg(λ∗)λ∗∗
(3.8) qλ′′λ∗∗ .
Hence, Y is strongly movable. This completes the proof. 
4. Stability and coarse shape
Let us recall that a topological space X is said to be stable if it has the shape type of a polyhedron, i.e. if there exists a
polyhedron P such that sh(X) = sh(P ). The main goal of this section is to prove that a coarse shape isomorphism preserves
stability, i.e. to prove the following theorems:
Theorem 4. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let X be stable. If X and Y have the same coarse shape type, then Y is also stable.
Theorem 5. Let X be a topological space and let P be a polyhedra. Then sh∗(X) = sh∗(P ) if and only if sh(X) = sh(P ).
Notice that Theorem 5 implies Theorem 4. Namely, if sh(X) = sh(P ), for some polyhedron P , and sh∗(X) = sh∗(Y ), it
follows that sh∗(Y ) = sh∗(P ). Now, Theorem 5 implies sh(Y ) = sh(P ). Moreover, by transitivity one obtains sh(X) = sh(Y ).
Hereby, we also have proved that the coarse shape and shape coincide on the class of stable spaces.
Corollary 2. Let X or Y be a stable space. Then, X and Y have the same shape type if and only if they have the same coarse shape type.
Thus, the coarse shape type classiﬁcation has full signiﬁcance only out of the class of stable spaces.
In order to prove Theorem 5 we need the next lemma.
Lemma 2. If a topological space X has the coarse shape type of a polyhedron then there exists a sequential HPol-expansion p : X →
X = (Xi, [pii+1]) of X such that, for all pairs i  i′ , there are maps sii′ : Xi → Xi′ satisfying the following relations:
(i) pki′ sii
′  sik, i  k i′;
(ii) piksi
′k  pii′ , i + 1 i′  k;
(iii) sik pii′  pki′ , i  k, k + 2 i′.
Proof. Let p′′ : X → X ′′ = (X ′′λ, [p′′λλ′ ],Λ) be any HPol-expansion of the space X . By assumption, there exists a polyhedron
P such that sh∗(X) = sh∗(P ). Then, there exists an isomorphism [(c, [ f nλ ])] : (P ) → X ′′ in pro∗-HPol, where (P ) is the
rudimentary system and c is the constant function. Clearly, the S∗-morphism (1Λ, [ f nλ ]) : P = (Pλ, [idλλ′ ],Λ) → X ′′ , where
Pλ = P , for every λ ∈ Λ, and idλλ′ = 1P , for every pair λ λ′ , represents a certain isomorphism f ∗ : P → X ′′ of pro∗-HPol.
Therefore, given any λ1 ∈ Λ, we may successively apply Theorem 1 to deﬁne, by induction, an increasing sequence (λ j) j∈N
of indices such that for each j ∈N, there exists an n j ∈N such that, for every n′  n j , there exists a map hn′λ j : X ′′λ j+1 → Pλ j
making the diagram
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f n
′
λ j
Pλ j+1
f n
′
λ j+1
X ′′λ j X
′′
λ j+1
hn
′
λ j
commutative up to homotopy. For every j ∈N, put X ′j = X ′′λ j , P ′j = Pλ j , p′j j+1 = p′′λ jλ j+1 , id′j j+1 = idλ jλ j+1 , and denote inverse
sequences (X ′j, [p′j j+1]) and (P ′j, [id′j j+1]) by X ′ and P ′ respectively. Let rX ′ : X ′′ → X ′ and rP ′ : P → P ′ denote morphisms
in pro-HPol represented by the restriction morphisms (r, [1X ′j ]) : X ′′ → X ′ and (r, [1P ′j ]) : P → P ′ respectively, where r( j) =
λ j , for every j ∈ N. Notice that rP ′ is an isomorphism of pro-HPol. Let r∗X ′ = J (rX ′ ) and r∗P ′ = J (rP ′ ) be the induced
morphisms in pro∗-HPol. For all j, n ∈N, we deﬁne maps gnj : P ′j → X ′j , by putting gnj = f nλ j . Obviously, (1N, [gnj ]) : P ′ → X ′
is a level S∗-morphism satisfying conditions of Theorem 1. Consequently, g∗ = [(1N, [gnj ])] : P ′ → X ′ is an isomorphism of
pro∗-HPol. Now, one can easy verify that the diagram
P
f ∗
r∗
P ′
X ′′
r∗
X ′
P ′
g∗
X ′
commutes in the category pro∗-HPol. Since the morphisms f ∗ , g∗ and r∗P ′ are isomorphisms, it follows that r
∗
X ′ is also an
isomorphism of pro∗-HPol. Now, since r∗X ′ is induced by rX ′ , one concludes, by using Corollary 1, that rX ′ is an isomorphism
of pro-HPol. Therefore, the morphism p = rX ′ p′′ : X → X ′ is an HPol-expansion of X . Since P is strongly movable, we infer,
by Theorem 2, that X is also strongly movable. Consequently, the inverse sequence X ′ is strongly movable. Now, one can
construct by induction a strictly increasing index sequence ( ji)i∈N0 , such that, for every i ∈ N, the strong movability index
of ji−1 is ji . Then there exists a map ri : X ′ji → X ′ji+1 such that the following homotopy relations hold:
p′ji−1 ji+1r
i  p′ji−1 ji , (4.1)
ri p′ji ji+2  p′ji+1 ji+2 . (4.2)
We now deﬁne an inverse sequence X = (Xi, [pii+1]), by putting Xi = X ′ji , pii+1 = p′ji ji+1 , for every i ∈ N. Since X is a
subsequence of X ′ , the morphism rX : X ′ → X , represented by the restriction morphism, is an isomorphism of pro-HPol.
Therefore, the morphism p = rXrX ′ p′′ : X → X is an HPol-expansion of X . For all i, i′ ∈ N, i  i′ , let us deﬁne maps sii′ :
Xi → Xi′
sii
′ = pi′i′+1ri′ · · · ri .
Finally, the relations (i) and (ii) follow from (4.1), while (iii) holds because of (4.2). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us assume that sh∗(X) = sh∗(P ). Then there exists a sequential HPol-expansion p : X → X =
(Xi, [pii+1]) of X as in Lemma 2. The inverse sequences X and P = (Pi, [idii+1]) are mutually isomorphic in pro∗-HPol,
where Pi = P and idii+1 is identity map, for every i ∈ N. Recall that two inverse sequences are mutually isomorphic in
pro∗-HPol if and only if they are S∗-equivalent [4, Corollary 3.12]. Now, since S∗-equivalence implies S-equivalence, it follows
that S(X) = S(P ). According to [5, Proof of Theorem 7], it follows that X and P are isomorphic in pro-HPol, which implies
sh(X) = sh(P ). Namely, in [5, Proof of Theorem 7], it is explicitly proved that S-equivalence of a trivial ANR-sequence P and
an ANR-sequence X satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2 implies P ∼= X in pro-HPol. 
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